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COMMENTS

This is a heavily modified version of the official character sheet for Solar Exalted published at White Wolf's website.
Exalted is a game of White Wolf's property. Copyright disclaimers are at the beginning of this text.
This has been designed first as a PSD then as PDF with Adobe Photoshop 7.0; further stuff added via Adobe Acrobat 6.0 Professional.

I know it might look cramped, overloaded with detail and information. It's the main critic it has received, from people on-line, friends and even myself. I did that with the intention of making sure that as much info as possible fits into the first, basic sheets. This will also help future secondary sheet work on a generic basis, and not be focused on Solars only.
I believe it still has its own visually attractive style. Form, function, and art.

PRINTING

This is meant to be printed in A4 size, although its dimensions are not exactly up to 100% scale of an A4 paper, margins  considered. I thought I had managed it at first, but given that I use vastly different printers, margins vary. Adjusting it to the printer's margins (some extra 4%) still looks quite ok. Actually, the extra bit of size helps.

I originally expected it to require beasty high dpi and a mostly full ink cartridge for a proper printing, but I found out it goes out perfectly in a laser printer with 1200 dpi. 600 dpi gives a decent, if not impressive and clearly imperfect result.
Using laser printer is strongly adviced. The rather cheap inkjet I tried it on made it look quite ugly.

A high quality, photo-level inkjet is, of course, another good option. I tried that one once only, and months ago when the sheet looked much different. So I'm not totally sure now. But I'm willing to assume it'd still work quite well.

The smoothings and fadings in grayscale are prone to suffer if cartridge is running low, so I highly recommend using maximum ink density, and disabling any economic modes.

All in all, anything that doesn't look quite right on screen, will work perfectly on print.

FEATURES

* All text added, either already set as graphic into the sheet, or as text (either fields or their contents), uses the official font White Wolf employed for Exalted, called Missive. Due to copyright restrictions it cannot be embedded into the PDF, but Acrobat will seek a similar one among those installed locally in your computer, to replace it. If you have it, it'll be employed.

* A midly different (but muchly extended) design, with artwork taken from White Wolf's and Melissa Uran's property (again, copyright disclaimers above). Please take your time to visit Melissa Uran's website (address above). It really has lots of great art (with no annoying ads), much of it done for Exalted products. I wanna use this little space to thank her for her authorisation, and her talented contributions to White Wolf's art.

* Thorough interactivity, to fill in the proper spaces with the right kind of text, number or figure (dots, squares, etc.). Pull-down lists included for some fields. Even the temporary scores are included. All of it adjusted for optimum printing. Special thanks to MrGone [http://www.menchhofer.com/chris/], for giving me some helpful pointers in this subject; oh, and about fonts too. Not to forget he's putting the sheet in his own site (check it out, it's full of handy stuff, some of the sheets there really inspired me) for more people to download. Thank you dude, really. 

* Tooltips with guidelines for nearly every interactive feature.

* A visually attractive set of boxes to mark your character's Caste. I know, in B&W the marks look rather Abyssal, but going full-colour didn't sound viable. Grayscale helped make things smoother and simpler.

* Added space for character's Concept. I've found 2-3 words are sometimes not enough, and room for a long sentence is required.

(Note that all fields with multiple lines are actually separate from each other, so you have to treat them individually. IOW don't expect the cursor to move down automatically. Each line will work on its own. You'll have to move down manually. Sorry for that, but it's the only way I found for it to actually fit the graphic lines correctly).

* Pull-down list for Nature field, with all official Archetypes in the corebook, plus those from house rules, and room to type in your own.

* Fields for the Chronicle's and Chapter's names.

* Fields to write in amount of freebies (F) and/or experience points (XP) spent on each Attribute, Ability, Specialty and Background. These are the parenthesis immediately to the left of each trait's rating.

* Fields and/or extra room to write in bonuses for traits, weapons/maneuvers and Essence motes.

* Specialties' available dots are reduced to 3, as is their official maximum. Pull-down list to choose the Ability for each Specialty.

* Fields to write, in detail, the name and stats for up to four combat/weapon maneuvers.

* Pull-down list for Background fields. It has, to the best of my knowledge, all Backgrounds published so far that a Solar Exalt could have (some would be really far-fetched, but possible nonetheless). You can type in your own too, of course.

* Soak fields are separated in "natural" and "armor" for each kind of damage now.

* Fields for Mobility Penalty, Fatigue and Hardness Values.

* Fields for initiative and dodge pool.

* Fields for difficulty increases and/or dice pool penalties those attacking your character will suffer, differentiated between hand-to-hand and ranged.

* Room to detail the movement rate of your character, in all its normal variants. Multiple fields so the reductions as health levels are lost are taken into account (if no room for a given health level state isn't given, it means that kind of movement is officially disallowed at that stage). Possibility to mark the measuring unit you'd be using, between miles/kilometers and yards/meters.

* Extra room added to anima field, and differentiated between description and effects.

* Anima banner display chart, with brief but comprehensive details for each level.

* Two Limit Break rows, plus much extra room to describe Virtue Flaw. This is mostly because I have a PC with two Virtue Flaws, and I find such traits requiring extensive detail.

* Permanent Willpower is permanently marked at 2 for a minimum, instead of 1. This is considering the free dot for all Virtues, and how they add to make Willpower score. Actually, with the starting allotment of dots, Willpower would always start at 5+ for Solars. Chances of losing permament Willpower exist, but not many of doing so below 2.

* Room for up to 15 temporary Willpower. It's theoretically possible to endlessly accumulate temporary WP if you never spend it, have high scores both in WP and the Virtue Limit Break is based on, and reach Limit Break often. 15 seemed like a reasonable limit, I doubt characters will reach beyond that with much frequency.

* Field for committed WP amount (there are magics that require its committment).

* Virtues have each a square check box at their right, to mark them as the one your character's Virtue flaw(s) is/are based on.

* Permanent Essence is permanently marked at 2 for a minimum, instead of 1, since it's the actual minimum all Solars start with. I'm of the mindset that it's also an intrinsec result of Exaltation, thus if it were ever reduced to 1, character would become essentially mortal. Chances of this are pretty scarce, though.

* Permanent Essence score has enough room to mark up to 9.

* Essence motes have room that distinguishes between Personal and Peripheral for all of its three possible states (available, spent, committed).

* Fields to detail both bonuses and committments is provided.

* Recovery rate field (for motes).

* Amount of health levels has been greatly expanded, to actually include room for all possible Ox-Body Technique combinations...plus some extra ones in case of magics adding further. You can check them between available and unavailable as desired. It's originally set for the standard seven.

* Brief reference as to the default time it takes a Solar to heal a single level in each stage.

* Field to note down further penalties.

* Field to write your character's main quote.
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